**Bakken Region**

**Drilling Productivity Report**

**December 2020**

**Oil**
- Monthly additions from one average rig
  - January 2,042
  - December 2,083
- Oil production per rig monthly additions
  - New-well oil production per rig
    - Bakken Region
    - Rig count
  - Legacy oil production change
    - Bakken Region
  - Indicated change in oil production (Jan vs. Dec)
    - Bakken Region
  - Oil production
    - Bakken Region

**Gas**
- Monthly additions from one average rig
  - January 2,724
  - December 2,763
- Gas production per rig monthly additions
  - New-well gas production per rig
    - Bakken Region
  - Legacy gas production change
    - Bakken Region
  - Indicated change in natural gas production (Jan vs. Dec)
    - Bakken Region
  - Gas production
    - Bakken Region